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ESL Week Returns to Seattle Central
This quarter the Basic and Transition Studies division held the first ESL week in over ten years! students set up tables in the main hallway
of the Broadway Edison building and shared information about their countries and cultures. Later in the week, community organizations
that serve immigrants and refugees advertized resources and students attended a transitions fair to gather information about their next steps
after completing the ESL program. Some students from Rebecca Tesdell’s ESL 4A class wrote about their experience at ESL week. Their
reflections on ESL week are collected here.

Celebrating Immigrants and Refugees
Shukri Omar Ali // ESL 4A

It was a fun day at Seattle Central College. I saw
different people from different countries with different
cultures. I was so happy to talk with some of them. It
was very exciting to meet people of other cultures on
the tables. We had various traditional costumes.
Everyone was excited about all the costumes. I could
see people who dressed differently according to his or
her culture.
I talked to a Mexican immigrant. She was dressed in

a long traditional dress. She told me about how she
came to this country as a kid with her parents. She
told me that she crossed the border on foot, hiding
from the border patrol police. “It was very frightening
walking through the dark,” she said. She explained to
me that the majority of Mexicans are Christians and
attend church once a week. Finally, everyone at the
event was happy about being in America.
Thank you America

Issue # 9
Spring 2017
Welcome to the 9th issue of Community Central, a quarterly newsletter of student writing from Adult Basic
Education, GED, and ESL students at Seattle Central College. This quarter we are celebrating the return of ESL
week, which has been revived after a long break. In this issue of the newsletter students from Rebecca Tesdell’s ESL
4A class share their experiences of ESL week and talk about what they learned about their classmates’ cultures.
We also have lots of great poems, essays, and art to share from our students. This quarter Dan Loos’ ESL 3/4 class
at the Central Library made pictures to demonstrate their understanding of what happens to compost after the city
picks it up. Kit Gruver’s ABE students at the King County Correctional Facility submitted Haiku’s to The Seattle
Central College Library’s haiku contest. Congratulations to Cassandra Brondum, whose poem won the contest! Her
poem as well as all of her classmates’ poems are included on page four.
The pictures of ESL week in this issue were taken by Gech Assen, who is a student in ESL 4A. Thanks to Gech
for letting us use his pictures! Thank you as well to all of the faculty who encouraged their students to submit their
writing: Carolina Forero, Kit Gruver, Dan Loos, Rachel Scheiner, Lina Shehu, and Rebecca Tesdell. Finally, thanks
to all of the students who allowed us to share their work!
Summer quarter is short, but we’ll still be releasing another issue of Community Central. If you would like to see
your writing published here, please send it to us!
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ESL Week Returns to Seattle Central
Celebrating Immigrants and Refugees
Kelly Nguyen // ESL 4A

Sihem Boubekeur // ESL 4A

When I went to the hallway, Vivian caught my
attention. She is Chinese. She was concentrating on
writing calligraphy. She wrote very expertly like a
professional. I had some questions for her “What
does it mean?” “How can I write it?” She explained
it to me, so I know what she was writing. It meant,
“Happy New Year” but the words were placed in the
wrong series and although I was concentrating when
she was writing, I did not know how she could write
it! Next to her table was Brazil. They showed sandals
and foods, I tried the famous cake “Brigadeiro”. It was
very yummy.

I spent this morning celebrating immigrants and
refugees at Seattle Central College. Some students
exhibited their products, maps, food, clothes, and
other items. I saw display tables from their countries
like China, Vietnam, Venezuela, Ethiopia, Somalia,
Brazil, Germany, and France.

El Salvador’s table had a lot of pictures, such as
Tugo Beach, pupusas and loroco. Mexico showed
beautiful cups. Ethiopia shared musical instruments
and traditional clothing. And especially, I really liked a
picture in Vietnam’s table. It was amazing. Although I
am Vietnamese, I never saw a picture like that before.
They also showed Nón lá and Khăn đóng. They are
Vietnamese traditional clothing.

I was very happy when I participated in those exhibits
with my clothes, pictures about my country, cookies
and traditional food like couscous. I showed my own
culture and traditional costumes. I saw Arabic people
from Saudi Arabia, Palestine, Syria, and Iraq. We
discussed their countries, traditional costumes, goods,
clothes, and we talked about the weather there.

I love to travel, so I wish I could go all over the world.
I really like to know about the cultures and traditions
of countries all over the world, so I think this event
was very helpful for us. I hope there will be more
events like that in the future.

I noticed at the China display table my classmate
Vivian used a brush and wrote in Chinese on white
paper. I saw a display of the natural places of Brazil
and on the table was cane sugar and next to me Saba
was dressed in nice clothes. I also talked to a French
student.

I learned more that God created every race in its
image: origins, traditions, and customs. Praise God
in his creation. We concluded that the US welcomes
people from all countries without discrimination.
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Saba Assen // ESL 4A

Yong Hong (Vivian) Liu

First, I introduced my homeland Ethiopia’s traditional
food and musical instruments at Seattle Central
College. Also, I described Ethiopia for my classmates,
and different students. It has more than 2,000 years
of history, 80 languages, and different cultures. Many
Ethiopians enjoy raw beef. The cow or ox meat is
very fresh and highest quality. Ethiopians in common
do not eat pork as it is forbidden by their religion
(Christians and Muslims).
I saw at one of the tables a cup, which is used to hold
camel milk. This is a typical traditional cup for Somali
people. The cup was handmade and the Somali
society made it from wood. It was large. It can hold
approximately one liter of milk. Camel milk is one of
the favorite kind of milk in Somali society.
From the event, I learned that there are different
societies and countries. Each has different traditions,
drinks, food, and languages. In addition, every society
has different traditional dresses. The combinations
of all the cultural displays showed me what the world
looks like in different countries. I felt happy when I
saw all of these different traditions.

Chinese calligraphy appeared at least two thousand
years ago. It’s divided into five categories: cursive,
line book, seal script, regular script, and official script.
Calligraphy tools include rice paper, brush, ink, and a
stone called “Yan Tai.” Some thick black ink is ground
out when people put some water on the “Yan Tai”
and grind slowly. Now, people use bottled ink instead
of the “Yan Tai” for convenience. In most cases, the
brush is made of wolf hair. There are many different
sizes of brushes. People often write different sizes of
words with different brushes.
The heart, hands, and brain are required to be used
together when people write calligraphy. It’s similar to
the Chinese Kung Fu named “Tai Chi”. People will
become stronger and stronger when they practice the
calligraphy often. As one of the symbols of Chinese
culture, calligraphy is loved by many people in the
world.

Wow! It was an amazing time.

Five - Seven - Five

Haikus from Students at the King County Correctional Facility

A Haiku is a Japanese poetic form that is made of three lines. The first line has five syllables, the second line has seven syllables and the
third line also has five syllables. These short poems force writers to express an idea or an image while being breif and creative. This quarter
students in Kit Gruver’s ABE class at the King County Correctional Facility wrote haikus and submitted them to the Seattle Central
College Library’s haiku contest. Cassandra Brondum’s poem won the contest!
Being in jail sucks
Nothing to do until court
Suffering in peace

Forced to get along
I’m trying to keep my cool
Blocking out bullshit

Music in the night
Dancing under sparkling stars
I am smiling now

Jasmine Frederiksson // ABE

Jasmine Frederiksson // ABE

Christine Elkins // ABE

Hate to hear code blue
That means we have to rack back
Who goes to the hole?

Looking out the glass
My heart aches for my children
Struggling every day

Litoya Williams // ABE

Cassandra Brondum // ABE
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Where are you From?
Poems from ESL 5A
Gloria Escobosa Morera // ESL 5A

I am from the hot chocolate with toast, “escalivada” and delicious snails.
I am from my own flag, culture, language and freedom.
I am from the chamomile smell and from the sound of the birds singing in the morning.
I am from the power of the people and from yellow and red colors. From listen and respect yourself and others.
I am from the mountains and the sea, from the traffic and the quiet at the same time.
I am from Bojan krkic, Oriol Junqueras, the Marquez brothers, Pep Guardiola and Gerard Pique.
My name is Gloria Escobosa and this is where I am from

Linh Tran // ESL 5A

I’m from Long Tran and Hoa Nguyen, from Vietnamese police officers.
I’m from the rice and noodles.
I’m from the rose flower and wild flower, the tropical plants.
I’m from music, family tradition, and painting, from book reading and all my family members.
I’m from the family religious tendency and community.
I’m from courteous and respectful behavior to other people.
I’m from East of Vietnam and fishes and crabs .
I’m from Vietnam Government, policer officer and military officer.
I’m from Lam Dong province, West of Vietnam.

Obed Hernandez // ESL 5A

I’m from volcanos and beautiful beaches.
I’m from where you can eat pupusas anytime and drink horchata of morro when you’re thirsty.
I’m from a hot place where you need to go to the beach to be fine.
I’m from a country where you can find a lot of flowers of different colors that you can do
a necklace or a beautiful floral crown.
I’m from where you can smell when my mom is cooking pupusas and nuegados.
I’m from where we have peace after a civil war that lasted years.
I’m from a country with many places to know and enjoy.
I’m from a country where every Sunday it’s tradition to go to church with your family.
I’m from the country where every morning there are smells of coffee grown in my country.
I’m from the country where if you want to go to the beach, mountain, lakes the distance is
thirty minutes.
I’m from the country where all the people greet with a beautiful smile.
I’m from of a small country called El Salvador.
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Estefanía Jiménez // ESL 5A

I’m from the just made coffee smell, from “pony malta” and “rosquitas”
I’m from the hammock, the “volteao hat” and the fried egg arepa for breakfast.
I’m from the family brunch every Sunday with hot chocolate, eggs, arepas, buñuelos and
hojaldras, from Clara and Carlos and from my two big sisters.
I’m from the traditional caleña family where you eat “sancocho de gallina” on sundays with
your whole family and the little trips to a country house on holydays, from “don’t
touch that”, “pick up your toys”, “because I’m your mother” and “Estefania don’t
bring more pets home”
I’m from the Sunday mass with every family member.
I’m from my mom’s eyes and my dad’s characters and my grand’s heart.
I’m from yellow, blue and red color flag and the place you skip work to watch a soccer game.
I’m from Shakira, Gabriel Garcia Marquez, James Rodriguez, Carlos Vives and Sofia Vergara.
I’m Estefania Jimenez and I’m from Colombia
Meng Yee Vong // ESL 5A

I am from the noisy house always get advice from dad and mum
I am a girl that doesn’t know much about the outside social life.
I am from a place with so many books which I always keep close to me every day.
I am from a family that usually speaks many kinds of languages.
I am from a house where parents are always very serious about my study and safety.
I am from a girl that mum always call me wake up every morning and go to school.
I am from a kid that enjoys my free time with my father and watching Tom & Jerry.
I am from a culture that always takes care of my parents named Lay Pheng and Sok Chhoeung,
and here is who I am Meng Yee Vong. And I have a happy family.
Hicham Abdany // ESL 5A

I am from a four-season country where summer takes long enough to enjoy it.
Going to the beach and having some fun.
I am from a country where couscous is the special meal for Friday.
Where all family sitting together and having a nice meal.
I am from a countryside where people usually use donkey for transportation and carrying stuff.
I am from a poor family who use a candle for a light and a house made of soil and some wood.
I am a Berber, the substantial people of morocco who fight and kick France and Spain from
our land and finally got independence.
I am from a hide and seek family game, while my little brother closes his eyes and counts to 30 and
keeps looking for us.
I am from a place where people are generous and hospitable with strangers.
I am from a place where people fast 30 days every year from sunrise until sunset avoiding
drinking and eating and saying or doing bad things.
I am from a large family where my dad is the provider and my mom the center of the family.
I am Hicham from the south Kingdom of Morocco.
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Yereny Pedraza // ESL 5A

I’m from the land of singers, from the most friendly, happy, cheerful people and most beautiful women, beaches and
sea in the world, from where we have Caribbean and Pacific coasts.
I’m from the land of “hormigas culonas”, working people, the land of vallenato, beautiful mountains and varied
climates.
I’m from cacao, bananas, orquideas, champeta, the land the best flower and coffee in the world.
I’m from arepa, cocota, sancocho, mute, ancestors Motilones, from freedom and order, the land of men of laws, the
yellow butterflies.
I’m from Shakira, Juanes, Nairo Quintana, Mariana Pajon, Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Sofia Vergara, cumbia and joropo.
I’m from “berraca’s” people, where you say “ole mano” and you know almost all the neighborhood, where if you need
help everybody can help you.
I’m from the family takes a trips to the rivers and plays tejo, bolas criollas, rana, drinks beer and more, the large family
parties and where Luis Porfirio is always drinking and telling the same stories, where my dad is an angry man
and my sister the most boring person.
I’m from the land “Motilona”, from the Pedraza Ortiz family, I’m Yereny Yuletsia Pedraza Ortiz. I’m Cucutena, Norte
Santandereana. I’m from Colombia, Yo soy COLOMBIANA.

Lucia La Manno // ESL 5A

I am from Enzo, Irene, Amanda and Gabriel
I am from Arepas, Hallacas, Empanadas, Tequeños, Cachapas, Pan de Jamón and Malta Polar
I am from watching soap operas in the afternoon and before going to bed.
I am from my parents saying “go to bed early”, “finish your food” and “clean your room”
I am from the biggest oil reserve in the world, Simón Bolívar, The Angel Falls, the second country with most Miss
Universe crowns, The Ávila National Park and beautiful Caribbean Sea beaches
I am from “you are strong, beautiful, smart and brave”
I am from listening to the news on the radio early in the morning while we are stuck in traffic, colorful Christmas
parties, eating 12 grapes right after New Year’s Eve, loud conversations, spending Semana Santa (Holy Week)
at the beach and waking up with a delicious smell of coffee every morning.
I am from diversity, mixed cultures and backgrounds.
I am from being responsible, charismatic, talkative and a joker.
I am from Catholicism but also from open minded people that respect other people’s beliefs and religions.
My name is Lucia La Manno and I am from Venezuela.

Hector Lopez // ESL 5A

I am from listening to Spanish pop music and flowers
I am from when I was a kid I liked so much to eat “El Pipian” peanut mole.
I am from in my family they value the work
I am from the tradition is Christmas and the Day of the Dead.
I am from where the chocolate is native, the tequila, mariachi, and the piñatas.
Yes, I am Mexican. My name is Hector.
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Xiao Yan (Sakura) Bing // ESL 5A

I am from a large country that has a large number of people who live in there.
There are 56 ethnic groups like 56 flowers.
I am from a big province that is the region of the Dim sum and lots of special food.
Cha sis baau is a typical part of the varied Dim Sum dishes.
I am from a hot place in the south of my country.
Wearing the T- shirt and dress from March to December.
I am from a family of less communication.
My parents always play mobile phone more than talking with us.
I am from a poor family who have no house in the USA.
I am Sakura from China.

Huyen Ta // ESL 5A

I am from Hung Ta and Ha Tran.
From parents say try to study and work.
I am from Pho, a noodle of Vietnam.
From we have breakfast with my family.
I am from beautiful beach.
From fresh air and fresh seafood.
I am from “ Chi Pheo” story.
From a ugly Thi No loves poor Chi Pheo.
I am from decorate cream cake.
From that is my lovely job.
I am from play piano.
From sing romantic songs.
I am from Vietnam where there are a lot of wonderful views.
My name is Huyen Ta and this is where I am from.
Yuyu Ye // ESL 5A

I am from Xiu Xu and Yu Ye, they are my supper cutie parents. No matter what happened, they are always by my side.
I am from my dad’s good look face and my mom’s white skin.
I am from delicious popsicles, I ate popsicles in every very hot summer day.
I am from sweet potato, I dug sweet potato with the big sisters and big brothers in summer holidays, then we baked
it with carbon.
I am from a lot of old poetries like Jing Ye Si, Le You Yuan, Li Si...
I like these kinds of articles from old china, I can remember most of them.
I am from good good study, work work hard. When I was in school, I got a lot of A+ in my achievement scores.
I am from a lot of healthy soup in my childhoods, it built up my strong body.
I am from a lot of delicious foods, we can find delicious foods everywhere in my hometown.
I am from pet dogs, I have some pet dogs that live with me and go everywhere with me.
I am from different families’ parties that a lot of family members stay together have good foods and have different
funny activities.
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Immigrant and Gay in the United States
Lésster Munguía // ESL 5B

Every immigrant in the US has struggled with
something, I’m not an exception. Now, at 25 years of
age I’m struggling with the feeling of being nobody
here. Being an immigrant for some of us implies not
being academically ourselves. In my case, I can´t do
my profession as a biologist, and I can´t communicate
my thoughts freely because my language skills are still
rudimentary. I came here for a 6 months exchange
program, but decided to stay because I fell in love with
an American guy; I wanted to stay with him, so I did it,
and knowing all the difficulties that a gay man faces in
Honduras, not to mention how unlikely it is for any of
us to find real love in this world of 7.5 billion people.
I will never regret my decision to stay even with the
implications of all this as a foreign guy.

day, when they ask you “why are you here?” and the
way they treat an immigrant because they worry he or
she can get a better job than them. They don’t seem
to understand the resilience it takes to leave home and
move elsewhere; only we, the immigrants, know what
we have suffered and what we have sacrificed back in
our countries.

One example of that implication is dealing with
racism and intolerance; Racism caused by the sideways
glances that I get every day. Since the first day I felt
this racism of Americans; you might not hear racist
words, but you can feel racism.

I wish this country could be more tolerant
and respectful of each other, of diverse cultures, race,
gender, religion and sexual orientation. I wish for a
world with a collectivist system! Stop fostering this
individualism and act like a human symbiosis, because
the world is what we make of it and love always wins.

The intolerance shows how deeply rooted racism is in
the hearts and minds of the Americans- rooted till this

I knew since the beginning when I came here that this
country is not the best country in the world, because I
understood, well, that there is no such a thing as “best
country” in the world. Now I feel myself slipping inside
this bubble, inside this city that calls itself a “Sanctuary”
but nonetheless still belongs inside another, bigger
bubble called The United States, which often seems to
have no awareness of the outside world.

Photograph by Lésster Munguía
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Hospice as a CNA and the nursing home as part
time. I held two jobs for more than ten years because
one income was not enough for my children. Then,
somebody offered me to work as a live-in caregiver
5 days a week to a certain couple, and I grabbed the
opportunity. The pay was better compared to what I
made in both two jobs I had. The couple were very
nice to me and I took care of them until they both
passed away.

Uprooted

I retired after, and stayed home, but my mind and
heart still wanted to go back to school and here I am
now like Malala from I am Malala by Malala Yousafzai.
She never gave up her education even she had death
threats from Taliban, and for me, even though I am
old I will never give up on my education, and I don’t
care what people say. I am hoping someday that I can
reach my goal. Thank you for reading my true to life story.

Efigenia S Davis // ESL 5A

My name is Efigenia Sabulaan Davis. I came from
the Philippines in 1991. I have six children from
my previous relationship. I had to leave my children
to my parents so I can have a better job to support
them. When I came here in U.S.A. I only had very
limited English. My diction and pronunciation had a
very strong Filipino accent. In order for me to learn, I
watched English TV movies and read to improve my
English grammar and communication skills.

Spring 2017
Basic and Transitional Studies
ESL Graduation
Tuesday, June 13th
3:00 PM to 5:00 PM
MAC 210

I had to find a job as soon as possible, so that I could
send money to support my family. Thank God! I got
my first job here in Seattle at the Pike Place Market as
a sales lady at the merchandise store. I was so happy at
that time that I was hired. I liked my job but it was quite
challenging for me because of the communication
barriers and as years went by, I gained confidence
interacting with store customers.
After three years of working at Pike Place Market,
I decided to leave for a better-paid job at the Adult
Family Home to take care of the elderly patients. I
found that caregiving is my passion and after several
years of working at a caregiver I went to school for
nursing assistant and be certified. I took and passed
the State licensing exam to be CNA.
I worked full time at Swedish Home Health and
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Please join us in celebrating the hard
work of all of our graduates!

The Life Cycle of Your Food Waste
Picture the Meaning
ESL 3 and 4 - Seattle Public Library Offsite Location

In preparation for Earth Day April 22, 2017, ESL 3 and 4 students studied about the topic of the environment and sustainability.
Students read, spoke, and wrote about a variety of environmental issues, concerns, and best practices. One of the class assignments
asked students to read a Spring 2017 Seattle Public Utilities newsletter article entitled The Life Cycle of Your Food Waste (reproduced
below). Instead of needing to demonstrate understanding of the article through writing answers to comprehension questions or writing a
summary, students were asked to demonstrate their understanding of the newsletter article by drawing. I think you will agree that the
representative samples of student work created by Sihui (Sophia) Yan, Yi Ping (Roberta) Chen, Alejandra Alvarez, and Chang-Mei
Kuo Fan demonstrate not only their understanding of the newsletter article but also their engagement with the topic and artistic talents.
Congratulations to Sophia, Roberta, Alejandra, Mei, as well as to all the other students in the class whose work did not make it into this
article. Enjoy and learn from their work.
Dan Loos
ESL Instructor

Seattle Public Utilities. Newsletter Spring 2017. Tips and Programs for Seattle Residents. Curb Waste & Conserve.
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Chang-Mei Kuo Fan // ESL 3
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Alejandra Alvarez // ESL 4
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Sihui (Sophia) Yan // ESL 4

Yi-Ping (Roberta) Chen // ESL 4
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Share your writing in Community Central.
Stories, Essays, Poetry and News from the BTSD Tutoring Program
What is Community Central?
Community Central is a newsletter for the Basic and Transitional Studies
Division Tutoring Program. We want to share your stories, poems, or essays
about your experience with education, your motivation to learn or teach, your
hopes and goals or issues in society that affect you.

How do I submit my writing?
Please e-mail your work to Peter.Frankland@seattlecolleges.edu by August 3rd.
Submissions should be less than 500 words.
Questions? Talk to Peter or Erika in the tutoring office, room 3124.
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